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Abstract 

Research over the last five decades has suggested that negative affective states narrow 

cognitive scope whereas positive affective states broaden cognitive scope. An examination of 

this past research, however, reveals that only negative affects of high motivational intensity 

(e.g., fear, stress) and positive affects of low motivational intensity (e.g., gratitude, 

amusement) may have been examined. Consequently, over the last five years, research has 

examined positive and negative affects that are low (e.g., sadness) vs. high (e.g., desire) in 

motivational intensity. This research has found that affects of low motivational intensity 

broaden cognitive scope whereas affects of high motivational intensity narrow cognitive 

scope, regardless of the positivity or negativity of the affective state.  



 

Several studies have indicated that positive affective states cause a broadening of 

cognitive processes (e.g., Fredrickson, 2001), whereas negative affective states cause a 

narrowing of cognitive processes (e.g., Easterbrook, 1959; Finucane, 2011). That is, positive 

affect causes one’s mind to be more open or more likely to see the forest, whereas negative 

affect causes one’s mind to be more narrowly focused or more likely to see the trees. This 

concept of broadening/narrowing of cognitive processes, or cognitive scope, has been 

assessed in a variety of ways, from perception to cognitive categorization. The idea that all 

negative states narrow and all positive states broaden is widely accepted (Fox, 2008), as it 

was supported by a preponderance of results prior to 2008. Below, we review a program of 

research conducted since 2008 that challenges this idea.  

We begin by defining constructs examined in this research. Affective states are 

psychophysiological constructs composed of underlying dimensions such as (1) valence, the 

positive to negative evaluation of the subjectively experienced state (Harmon-Jones, Harmon-

Jones, Amodio, & Gable, 2011); (2) motivational intensity, the strength of urge to move 

toward/away from a stimulus (Harmon-Jones, Harmon-Jones, & Price, in press); (3) arousal, 

which can be measured subjectively and by activation of the sympathetic nervous system, and 

is a proxy for but not the same as motivational intensity (Gable & Harmon-Jones, in press; 

Peterson & Harmon-Jones, 2012). Cognitive scope is similar to the breadth of cognitive 

expansiveness, and it can occur at perceptual, attentional, or conceptual levels. For instance, 

cognitive scope has been assessed using measures of attentional and perceptual scope, 

categorization, unusualness of word association, social categorization, and memory details 

(see reviews by Fredrickson, 2001; Gable & Harmon-Jones, 2010). 

POSITIVE AFFECTS DIFFER IN APPROACH MOTIVATIONAL INTENSITY 



The research on the broadening effects of positive affect has used a variety of 

manipulations to induce positive affect such as giving participants gifts, having them watch 

funny films, listen to pleasant music, or recall pleasant memories (see review by Gable & 

Harmon-Jones, 2010). A close examination of these affect inductions, however, suggests that 

they may not represent all positive affective states. In fact, these past manipulations may 

induce a positive state that is low in approach motivation (Harmon-Jones & Gable, 2008). 

Most appear to induce positive states that occur after a goal has been accomplished (e.g., 

happiness or gratitude after receiving a gift) or they induce states that are irrelevant to goals 

(e.g., amusement). But there is a class of positive affective states that are higher in approach 

motivation (e.g., desire, enthusiasm), or the urge to go toward something (Harmon-Jones, 

Harmon-Jones, & Price, in press), and they often (but not necessarily) occur as individuals 

strive for desired goals (i.e., they occur pre-goal). High-approach states are also called 

“appetitive” states, because they relate to an appetite for desirable things. This distinction is 

supported by research suggesting that different neural structures and chemicals are involved 

in low- vs. high-approach positive states (Berridge, 2007; Knutson & Wimmer, 2007).  

We have also suggested that positive states low vs. high in approach may have different 

consequences for the broadening of cognitive scope. Whereas positive affective states low in 

approach motivation may broaden cognitive scope, consistent with past research, positive 

affective states high in approach motivation may have the opposite consequence – they may 

narrow cognitive scope. They may do so because a narrowed focus on the desired goal may 

assist in ultimately obtaining the goal.  

EFFECT OF LOW VS. HIGH APPROACH POSITIVE AFFECT ON 

COGNITIVE SCOPE 



We first tested these ideas by inducing (Gable & Harmon-Jones, 2008), low approach-

motivated positive affect with humorous video clips similar to manipulations in past research 

on positive affect and broadening. To induce high approach-motivated positive affect, we 

used a clip of delicious-looking desserts. Both clips caused participants to feel equal levels of 

general positive affect, but the desserts clip caused desire whereas the humorous cats clip 

caused amusement. Cognitive scope was measured with the Kimchi and Palmer (1982) task, 

displayed and described in Figure 1. Results revealed that the high approach clip caused less 

broadening than the low approach clip. That is, after the high approach clip, participants 

made more local than global element matches, whereas after the low approach clip, 

participants made more global than local element matches.  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Figure 1 – Kimchi and Palmer (1982) local-global scope task 

On each trial, three figures were displayed. The standard figure was positioned on top, and 

the two comparison figures were positioned below. One comparison figure had local 

elements that match the local elements of the standard; the other had a global configuration 

that matched the global configuration of the standard. By determining which of the 

comparison figures individuals selected when they give their “first and most immediate 

impression” concerning which of the two comparison figures best matched the standard 

figure, we determined whether individuals had a more local (narrow) or global (broad) 

attentional scope. 



 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Subsequent experiments included a neutral affect comparison condition and also 

measured attentional scope using the Navon (1977) task, described and displayed in Figure 2. 

Whereas neutral stimuli caused broadened attention, as typically occurs during neutral states 

(Navon, 1977), the appetitive stimuli caused more narrowed attention. Other studies found 

that individuals who scored high in trait approach motivation showed even more narrowed 

attention following appetitive stimuli. Also, increasing the approach motivational intensity of 

the stimuli (by telling participants that they would get to eat desserts displayed in the 

pictures) further narrowed attention following appetitive stimuli (Gable & Harmon-Jones, 

2008, Studies 1-4). Relatedly, Hicks, Friedman, Gable, and Davis (2012) found that alcohol-

related pictures caused narrowed attention for individuals motivated to consume alcohol. In 

all of these studies, the positive affect stimuli reliably increased positive but not negative 

affective states.  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Figure 2 – Appetitive Picture Priming and Navon task 



Neutral (e.g., rocks) or appetitive (e.g., desserts) photographs were presented prior to the 

attentional scope task (Navon letters), to assess the effects of the photograph prime on the 

time to detect local vs. global stimuli. The stimuli to be detected were one of two letters (e.g., 

H or T), and each compound stimulus contained only one of the two letters, displayed at the 

local (small) or global (large) level. Reaction times to detect the target letters when presented 

at the local or global level were the dependent variables. A more broad attentional scope 

could cause faster detection of global letters or slower detection of local letters, whereas a 

more narrow attentional scope could cause faster detection of local letters or slower detection 

of global letters.  

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 



As noted earlier, past research on positive affect and broadening used a variety of 

assessments of cognitive scope and a variety of inductions of positive affect. Thus we tested 

whether low vs. high approach-motivated positive affect, induced in various ways, would 

influence other measures of cognitive scope. In one pair of studies (Gable & Harmon-Jones, 

2010a), cognitive scope was measured using memory for neutral words presented in the 

center vs. periphery of viewing space, and positive affect was manipulated in a monetary 

incentive delay task (Knutson & Wimmer, 2007). See Figure 3. The monetary incentive delay 

task allows for the induction of low- (post-goal) vs. high-approach-motivated (pre-goal) 

positive affect within the same person within the same task. Results revealed participants 

accurately recognized more words presented in the center of viewing space when in a high 

approach-motivated positive state as compared to a neutral state. In contrast, they accurately 

recognized more words presented in the periphery of viewing space when in a low approach-

motivated positive state as compared to a neutral state. Conceptually similar results on 

memory were obtained when pictures were used to evoke high approach-motivated positive 

affect. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Figure 3 – Monetary Incentive Delay and Visual Spatial Memory Task  

Pre-goal (high approach) positive affect was induced by presenting visual cues indicating the 

possibility of gaining money for performance on a flankers task, and post-goal (low 

approach) positive affect was induced with other visual cues indicating the outcome of 

performance (whether a reward was obtained). The participant’s task was to identify the 

direction of the center arrow in the string of arrows. Neutral words were presented in the 

center or periphery of the computer screen immediately after the pre-goal and post-goal cues. 



At the end of a large number of trials, a surprise recognition memory task assessed memory 

for the neutral words as a function of affective states and location on the computer screen. 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Based on our intuitions and other research (Harmon-Jones, Gable, & Price, 2011; Price, 

Dieckman, & Harmon-Jones, 2012), in another pair of studies (Price & Harmon-Jones, 2010), 

low vs. high approach-motivated positive affect was manipulated by having participants 

smile while they reclined backward (low approach positive state), sat upright (moderate 

approach positive state), or leaned forward (high approach positive state). See Figure 4. 

Participants were told we were interested in how these various body positions would 

influence brain activity. Cognitive scope was measured using a cognitive categorization task 

(Isen & Daubman, 1984). In this task, participants indicate how well example items (e.g., 



camel) fit specific categories (e.g., vehicle). Past research found that participants in a positive 

state induced via a gift were more inclusive in their categorization, that is, they were more 

likely to indicate that camel fit the category vehicle. Our results revealed that the low 

approach positive state replicated this effect, but the high approach positive state caused less 

inclusive categorization. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Figure 4 – Example Body Postures 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

To help establish that approach motivation is a mechanism underlying the effect of 

approach-motivated positive affect on narrowing, we have examined whether 

psychophysiological variables related to approach motivation relate to narrowing following 

the evocation of approach positive affect. In the first study (Harmon-Jones & Gable, 2009), 



we measured regional brain activity using electroencephalographic power and replicated the 

methods of an experiment in which participants were primed with neutral or dessert pictures 

prior to responding to an attentional scope task. Based on research suggesting that greater 

relative left frontal cortical activity is associated with approach motivation (Harmon-Jones, 

Gable, & Peterson, 2010), we predicted and found that greater left frontal activity to 

appetitive pictures was associated with more narrowing of attention following those pictures. 

In a second study (Gable & Harmon-Jones, 2010b), we measured an event-related brain 

potential, the late positive potential, which is larger to motivationally significant stimuli and 

has been associated with motivated attention. In this study, we found that larger late positive 

potentials to appetitive pictures were associated with more narrowing of attention following 

those pictures.  

NEGATIVE AFFECT’S INFLUENCE ON COGNITIVE SCOPE 

Thus far, our analysis has focused on positive affective states differing in approach 

motivational intensity. Do negative affective states that differ in motivational intensity also 

have distinct effects on cognitive scope? Our examination of the research literature revealed 

that most prior research on negative affect and narrowing induced states that were high in 

motivational intensity (e.g., fear). Less work had examined negative states low in 

motivational intensity, such as sadness. However, some work suggests that depression is 

associated with a broadened cognitive scope (von Hecker & Meiser, 2005).  

To test whether negative affects differing in motivational intensity differentially 

influence cognitive scope, we conducted experiments in which disgust, sadness, and neutral 

affect were induced with pictures (Gable & Harmon-Jones, 2010c). Attentional scope was 

measured with Navon’s task. Results revealed that whereas disgust caused a narrowing of 

attention relative to neutral affect, sadness caused a broadening of attention. Other studies 



have revealed that anger, which is high in approach motivation, causes a relative narrowing 

of attention (Gable, Poole, & Harmon-Jones, 2013). 

Some past experiments, however, produced seemingly inconsistent results and did not 

find sadness to broaden cognitive scope. For instance, Gasper and Clore (2002) found that 

sadness narrowed cognitive scope. In their studies, sadness was induced by having 

participants write about a personal life event that made them feel ‘sad and negative’. The 

manipulation check of self-reported affects suggested that participants experienced not only 

sadness, but also several other negative affects. Rowe, Hirsh, and Anderson (2007) found that 

sadness did not produce more attentional broadening than a neutral state. Based on this mix 

of results, we suspect that the effect of sadness on cognitive scope depends on whether the 

induced sadness is lower or higher in motivational intensity; the latter may occur when 

sadness is mixed with other negative affects. 

AFFECTIVE STATES, AROUSAL, AND MOTIVATIONAL INTENSITY 

Throughout this article, we have suggested that motivational intensity is the critical 

variable underlying the effect of affective states on cognitive scope. However, the 

manipulations of motivational intensity may have also manipulated affective arousal, and 

thus arousal may instead be the critical variable. Arousal is often a natural confound of 

motivational intensity; when we are motivated, we are often aroused as well.  

However, arousal and motivational intensity can be separated. Amusement is an 

example: it is arousing state but low in approach motivational intensity, as it does not urge 

action toward something (Harmon-Jones et al., in press). Amusement causes more attentional 

broadening than neutral films (Fredrickson & Branigan, 2005; Gable & Harmon-Jones, 

2008), suggesting that arousal is not the determining factor.  



Arousal can also result from physical exercise without changing motivational intensity 

(Gable & Harmon-Jones, in press). In one experiment, participants either pedaled a stationary 

bike or not while completing the appetitive vs. neutral picture/attentional scope task (Navon, 

1977). Individuals in the pedaling condition had faster heart rates than individuals who did 

not, which showed that they were aroused. Importantly, this manipulation of arousal had no 

effect on attentional scope. These results suggest that motivational intensity, rather than 

arousal per se, causes attentional narrowing. 

THE INFLUENCE OF ATTENTIONAL SCOPE ON EMOTIVE RESPONSES 

Attention and motivation are intimately related processes. Given the results suggesting 

that motivation influences attentional scope, we recently examined whether attentional scope 

would influence emotive responses. That is, does focusing narrowly on a motivationally 

significant object increase motivational responses toward the object? Does considering the 

same object from a broader perspective decrease motivation for the object?  

To address these questions, we measured ERPs to emotive and neutral pictures, and 

focused on the N1 component, which is a component associated with selective attention that 

is larger to motivationally significant stimuli (Foti, Hajcak, & Dien, 2009). In the studies, 

immediately before each affective or neutral picture was presented, attentional scope was 

manipulated by having individuals indicate what letter was displayed in the Navon stimuli at 

the local or global level (between-subjects design). That is, they simply reported the smaller 

letter (local element) or they reported the larger letter (global configuration).  

The manipulated local compared to global attentional scope caused larger N1 

amplitudes to appetitive (Gable & Harmon-Jones, 2011) and aversive pictures (Gable & 

Harmon-Jones, 2012) but not to neutral pictures. These results suggest that manipulations of 



attentional scope influence rapid visual processing of emotive information and that the 

relationship between attentional scope and motivational intensity is bi-directional. 

CONCLUSION 

Together, this evidence suggests a revision to the well-accepted idea that positive affect 

broadens and negative affect narrows the scope of cognition. The new evidence suggests this 

pattern only applies to low motivationally intense positive affects and high motivationally 

intense negative affects. When affective valence is manipulated independently of 

motivational intensity, it was discovered that affective states low in motivational intensity 

broaden and affective states high in motivational intensity narrow the scope of cognition 

regardless of affective valence.  

Consistent with past proposals (Carver, 2003), the broadening of cognitive scope 

produced by positive affective states low in motivational intensity may assist the organism in 

considering several new goal opportunities that can be pursued. Negative affective states low 

in motivational intensity may likewise broaden cognitive scope, which may assist with 

disengaging from lost goal objects (von Hecker & Meiser, 2005). In contrast, motivationally 

intense affective states that narrow cognitive scope may assist in goal accomplishment, that 

is, the approach or avoidance of the stimulus.  

However, this association of motivational intensity and narrowed cognitive scope may 

not inevitably result in goal accomplishment or adaptive behavior. That is, adaptive 

mechanisms do not always result in adaptive behavior; they occasionally get us into trouble. 

For instance, research has shown that narrowed cognitive scope also occurs during alcohol 

intoxication (Steele & Josephs, 1990) and with individuals with psychopathy (Newman & 

Baskin-Sommers, 2011). These programs of research have not directly considered 

motivational intensity as a mediating mechanism, even though alcohol and psychopathy 



involve changes in affect. Thus, not only does the present review address an important 

question regarding the relationship between affective states and cognitive scope, it may 

suggest another mechanism with which to understand some cognitive consequences of 

addiction and psychopathology.  



Endnotes 
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